The relation between the spectrum of a selfadjoint operator and the spectrum of its compression is investigated.
Let A be an operator on a Hilbert space H. APa(A) will denote the approximate point spectrum of A, coa(A) the closed convex hull of the spectrum of A, W(A) the numerical range of A, W(A) the closed numerical range of A, and A the closure of A if A is preclosed. If 5 is a closed subspace of H and P is the orthogonal projection onto S, then the compression of A to S (defined by Halmos [2] ), written C(A) or Cp(A), is defined by C(A)x = PAx for x in the domain of C(A), D(C(A)), which is D(A)C\S. If SQD(A) or S±QD(A), and A =A*, then C(A) = C(A)* (see Stenger [7] ). Recently a number of articles have appeared ( [7] , [3] , [l] , and [6] ) rediscovering a result of Schechter [4] and [6] (that if A is closed and densely defined and if B is closed, densely defined with closed range of finite codimension then (AB)* = B*A*) which provides an easy proof of the result that if 5 is of finite codimension and A =A* then C(A) = C(A)* (see Gustafson [1] ).
Sometimes the operator P^4P, as well as C(A), is called the projection of A (as in [7] , [l] , and [5] ). C(A) is the restriction of P^4P to a completely reducing subspace (S with projection P completely reduces an operator A if PACAP) and thus if PAP is selfadjoint, then C(A) is self adjoint. The converse also holds, as is seen in a following proposition.
If 5 Lemma. If A is densely defined, P is the orthogonal projection onto S, and PAQAP, then CiA*) = CiA)*. If, in addition, A is normal then CiA) is normal.
Proof. Let xEDidA))=DiA)C\S, yEDidA*))=DiA*)r\S.
Then (C(^l)x, y) = iAx, y) = (x, ^*y) = (x, CiA*)y). Thus CiA*)
QCiA)*. Let yEDiCiA)*), xEDiA). Then x = Px + iI-P)x, so iAx, y) = iAPx, y) + iAiI-P)x, y) = iAPx, y) = iCiA)Px, y) = ix, CiA)*y). Thus yEDiA*)r\S and C74*) = C74)*.
Assume A is normal. CiA) is closed since 5 is invariant and using CiA)* = CiA*) we have CiA)CiA)* = CiA)*dA) and thus CiA) is 
